Transforming Fiber
Backhaul Rollout:
The Need for Optical
Fiber Lifecycle
Management Systems
Abstract
Fiber has become the backhaul medium of choice in
the 5G era, offering a faster internet speed with the
use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).
While the cost of ber has fallen in recent years, a
wide coverage of area in ber backhaul network still
makes it a costly undertaking.
For communications service providers (CSPs) the
dilemma is to choose between greeneld or
browneld approach, integrating legacy
infrastructure, and managing capex. The
complexities in rolling out a ber network include
consensus among stakeholders--telecom operators,
network asset owners, the design and eld survey
teams, construction teams, power companies, and
external regulatory and compliance bodies.
This paper discusses the urgent need of an
integrated Optical Fiber Lifecycle Management
system to aid CSPs to scale their operations with
speed and certainty.

The Network Conundrum
EY, in a September 2019 Global Telecommunications study1,
found that about 36.3% of CSPs automation initiatives are
focused on network management. For these CSPs, the share of
IT capex for digital infrastructure and associated software is
expected to grow from 30% to 86% by 2025. In fact, in a recent
2
Light Reading article , Ericsson argued that the COVID-19 crisis
could ultimately reward operators that have invested in the
quality of their networks. In their study, they found that service
providers with the highest network quality enjoyed on an
average 30% higher average revenue per user (ARPU). Also, the
average churn was lower by a fourth when compared to service
providers with the lowest network quality.
In our own experience, CSPs tend to use disparate tools and
manual processes to organize the various stages of network
planning, design, rollout and ongoing management. At best,
some CSPs draw on a number of separate lifecycle management
modules. This approach affects construction time and cost, and
overall time-to-market for new services. A poorly designed
network requires frequent rework, contributes to longer routes
for network deployment and is a cause for inated budgets.

A Simple Resolution
An effective way of addressing these challenges is the use of a
comprehensive management system that covers the entire ber
rollout and connects all the stakeholders through a centralized
portal.
An integrated optical ber network lifecycle management system
provides a software-based automated process stretching from
the planning phase all the way to the network going live.
The software helps project leaders orchestrate workows across
the multiple stakeholders involved in the rollout, considering
their varying interdependencies as the project progresses.
While workows for network rollout are typically set up by design
teams and followed through by the construction team, the
automation of process enables the end-to-end management of
service without any manual intervention. This enables the
functional teams to focus on their core priorities rather than
having to take on the wider role of project management as well.
More importantly, the software-centric approach can signicantly
reduce the capex, overall cost per home passed and time and
risk for the project owner. It also enhances customer experience.

Need for an Integrated E2E Platform
Customer expectations for an end-to-end automated and
cognitive solution has been on the rise. A high level of automation
and integration between the different project players and the
processes implicitly helps CSPs to accelerate the deployment of
their network besides eliminating errors and delays.
Moreover, design accuracy is improved signicantly compared to
traditional approaches as a result of automating processes such
as ber routing and network mapping using algorithms.
Intelligent automation can help CSPs to identify gaps and layout
new network routes to supplement their existing infrastructure.
The system must also automatically generate, collect and validate
eld data, create single-line drawings, construction plans, the bill
of materials (BOM) and the bill of quantities (BOQ).
We believe that the possible potential improvement with
automation for any major telco can be as much as:
3

n

30% reduction in cycle time

n

Over 99% Right First Time design3

n

30% cost reduction

n

95% constructible design, i.e., zero deviation during
3
construction

3

By tying stakeholders together more tightly, giving them a
dashboard view of the project and automating large parts of the
deployment, a ber rollout as a service can help project
managers to manage the costs and resource wastage more
proactively by addressing BOM and BOQ slippages quickly.
Similarly, the enhanced visibility and real-time updates on the
status of the deployment (as-built) means that issues can be
detected and addressed earlier in the lifecycle. Afterwards, joint
eld walkouts with all the relevant stakeholders can be held to
review node locations and network route for example, to preempt construction-related delays.
Overall, the standardized, integrated approach therefore also
supports quality assurance.

The Fiber Rollout Workow
Fiber rollout as a service can be a digitally enabled end-to-end
orchestration engine for network planning and designing across
multiple technologies (GPON-FTTC/FTTN/FTTP), which brings in
the power of automation to achieve scalability, speed and

certainty for network rollout. It can act as a single source of
truth for all the stakeholders, providing:
n

An integrated workbench for automating plan and design
activities

n

A comprehensive defect management tool

n

A eld force application to capture data digitally with hand
held devices

n

A real-time SW-centric workforce alignment and tracking tool

n

A network enablement, installation and fault repair tool

n

A document repository with a version control system

n

A workow manager to handle automation across multiple
stakeholders

Conclusion
As we recover from the pandemic, an implicit need is to
scrutinize CAPEX investments. Rolling out any kind of network is
costly and risky and ultimately time to market is critical for the
CSP’s return on investment. This is more challenging for ber
networks due to the higher cost and practical challenges
involved.
Based on our learnings across the globe, we recommend an
integrated solution that enables network operators to roll out
ber network better, faster and cheaper. At the heart of the
proposed framework is enabling automation and integration of
all stakeholders into a coordinated workow for a higher level of
visibility and customer-centricity. Stakeholders can get a 360degree view of the project, enabling them to manage each stage
more quickly and effectively.
We believe that technology will be a key enabler for business
orchestration as real-time insight and automation will be a
requisite for CSPs in the post COVID-19 world. The future will be
about building resilience, adaptability, and leading with purposecentricity.
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